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Hi everyone, we hope you are all doing well and gradually getting used 
to staying at home again. 
The weather has certainly been miserable this week, but the staff have 

continued behind the scenes getting everything ready for your  

deliveries. 

This week a big thank you goes out to TRACEY HOBBS who is leaving 
us . Tracey has been thinking of retiring for a while and has now decided 
that the time is right for her to do so. 
Tracey has worked at YAWN Life for 7 Years before this she volunteered 
and helped run YAWN club and YAWN Disco’s. 
We would like to thank her for all her hard work and commitment that 
she has shown over the years. However, Tracey will not be a stranger, 
once we have some normality back in our lives, she will come into 
YAWN Life and see you all to say goodbye. 
Also you will still see Tracey at YAWN club and the discos once they 
start again so she isn’t going to be too far away. 
We wish her luck with her new crafting venture and hope that she     
enjoys spending time with her grandchildren when allowed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As from Wednesday 27th January we will be trying something new on 
our Zoom session.  
So, clear a space and be ready for lots of fun with our Dancercise       
session normal times 11 to 12.30. 
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Gaming Quiz  

1) ‘V-Bucks’ are the in-game currency for which famous video game?                          

2) The famous video game heroin Lara Croft belonged to which game?                         

3) GTA stands for what?                                                                                                         

4) In the video game ‘Pac-Man’, what is the name of the orange ghost?                                            

5) In which game do players compete in a futuristic version of soccer with cars?                                   

6) What is the name of the circular object that is used to collect pokemon?                                       

7) In the video game ‘Minecraft’, what are Creepers scared of?                                                      

8) What do golden rings give Sonic? 
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Answers 

                                                                                                                                                                             

1) Fortnite                                                                                                                                                                          

2) Tomb Raider                                                                                                                                                                                 

3) Grand Theft Auto                                                                                                                                                               

4) Clyde                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

5) Rocket League                                                                                                             

6) Poke ball                                                                                                                 

7) Ocelots                                                                                                                   

8) Health  (life) 
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 Please keep sending your pictures in of what you’ve been up to during lockdown! 

Joe’s rainbow 

looks great! 

Don’t forget you can 

email, text or Whats 

App your photos to 

include in the  

Newsletter. 

We will do our best 

to include something 

for everyone. 
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Jeanette: 07983 434524  

Julie: 07792 734183  

Write to us at: 

 

YAWN Life cic 

1 - 13 Chobham Street 

Luton 

Beds LU1 3BS  
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What’s been going on behind the scenes... 


